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Foreword from Jean Shepard
I would like to THANK YOU for your interest in knitting and having your sweaters fit …

Using Gauge In Knitting
How To Convert Yarn & Sizes Internationally

In my experience in the design industry designing and manufacturing sweaters, I have found very
few people who attend to the way the sweaters fit the end consumer. One of the stars in this area is
Marjorie J McDonald and I was thrilled to be able to write her forward for this book.
More than anything, your customer wants their sweater to fit and to feel like a million dollars in what
they are wearing. That is only possible if the sweater fits and the quality of the sweater yarn is
compatible with the design.
It is this ‘inside’ information that Marjorie will share with you here in this book. She has parted the
curtains to bring you the inside scoop on this multi-billion dollar industry of Fashion Knitting, to give
you a complete understanding in a step by step process of how to start and sustain your knitting
business (if you choose to have one) or to enjoy the finished knit you will create for yourself, your
friends and family.
Congratulations on taking this first step by getting Using Gauge in Knitting.
Best of Success,

Jean Shepard
Star Knits
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Introduction
Getting Started –First Things First
Introduction: Getting Started-First Things First
The key to being successful in knitting is to learn to
knit and then APPLY what you have learned.
Knowledge is not power….
APPLIED Knowledge Is Power!
~ Marjorie J McDonald

Y

arn and patterns around the globe are now assessable to us for
being included in our knitting choices. Understanding how to
interpret the patterns will give you an unlimited selection to try.

Your first step is to determine if the yarn size recommended in the pattern is available or if there
is a substitute that would work to achieve the same result.
Your second step is to measure yourself and select a size to knit.
Your third step is to knit a swatch and compare the swatch to the size you selected to see if you
need to do any adjustments.
Your fourth step is to begin and finish your knitting project.
Your fifth step is to assemble your sweater.
Your last step is to wear and enjoy.
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You Must Have A Plan
Your pattern is your map.
Your tools are your knitting needles or knitting machines.
Your work is to follow the plan and do the knitting.
Your result will be getting the gold of a perfect fitting sweater.
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Chapter 1
Expanding Your Yarn Range
Chapter 1 : Expanding Your Yarn Range For Hand And
Machine Knitting
Yarns come in many thicknesses, fiber types, spin and construction, from the finest,
almost cobweb thin, to very thick, heavy and almost cord-like.
Yarns For Machine Knitting
The model books for your knitting machine always give you the yarn yardages f or every
pattern. Since many of the yarns they used to knit those model garments are no longer
available to us, we have to find substitutions from the yarns we can find today.
If you are not familiar with figuring out the yardages of common machine knitting yarns
as well as yarns at the local yarn shop that might be great choices to try on the knitting
machine, that is important to know how to do.
Most yarns usually either have the number of ounces on the skein or the yards per
pound for the cone but this is not always what you find. If you can have a calculation
system to use, you can determine what you have to work with for every yarn so you will
have an idea if it would work with your knitting machine and what stitch size might be
suitable to start with when you begin your knitting.

Machine Knitting Yarns
Very Fine machine knitting yarns
6000-8000 yards per pound
Ex: petite 2/30, 2/20, 2/24, and 2/30 acrylic yarns
Fine machine knitting yarns
3000-4000 yards per pound
Ex: cotton flake, estilo, kitty 2/14
Yarns usually selected for machine knitting yarns
2000-3000 yards per pound
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Ex: 5/2 cotton, wool-ray, Tamm Diamante, Astracryl, Cristal, Rayito,
Trenzi, Varsity, Spirit
Medium yarns
1100-2000 yards per pound
Ex: Nordic, Sport 2/7, Can Cun, Micro-Tamm
Tamm perle` (this yarn is available in ½# 735 yards)

Hand Knitting Yarns
To find the yards per pound for hand knitting yarns, multiply the yards per ounce by 16
to get the yards per pound.
If the yardage given is for 1.75 ounces, then multiply by 9.1
16 divided by 1.75 = 9.1 is how I got that figure and what to do if your yarn label
is not in even number of ounces (oz) = your yardage.

Here are common listings found on hand knitting yarn converted to yards per pound
using this method.
50 yards per 1 ounce X 16 = 800 yards per pound
75 yards per 1 ounce X 16 = 1200 yards per pound
100 yards per 1 ounce X 16 = 1600 yards per pound
150 yards per 1 ounce X 16 = 2500 yards per pound
188 yards per 1 ounce X 16 = 3000 yards per pound
250 yards per 1 ounce X 16 = 4000 yards per pound

Measurement Systems
Different manufacturers use different measurement systems so that can further confuse
the discovery of what yarns will work on your machine. Since yarn count is tied to the
type of fiber, this is an important determination to make.
You can go online or to your local library and find information about burn tests for fibers
that will help you identify your fiber content. Sometimes the burn test will yield odd
results if the yarn is a blend so just be alert to what is happening when you do this.
That will also allow you to know how to care for your knit items once they are
completed.
You can use any size yarn as long as it will fit into the needle and is not hard to pull
down when you have the yarn on the machine doing a sample. Occasionally, I have
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found that even though it will fit into the needle because of the stickiness of the yarn it is
hard to move the lock over it and knit with it.

Understanding More About Yards Per Pound or Yarn Count

Yarn Count
All yarn manufacturers identify yarn in terms of size and weight with a number system.
Yarn count, sometimes referred to as thread count, is the number of yards required to
make one pound of size 1 cotton, linen or wool using these assigned numbers.

Manufacturers Assigned Numbers by Type of Yarn
Cotton, spun silk
Linen, help, jute, ramie
Woolen spun wool
Worsted spun wool

840
300
256
560

There are three factors that affect the number of yards per pound or YPP




The type of fiber
The number of plies
The size of a single ply

Since the count system is mathematically accurate, it provides the foundation for
identifying unlabelled yarn and calculating yarn factors that aren’t listed on the label.
Given 3 of the 4 factors (count, size, plies and yards per pound) you can easily calculate
the missing information.
YPP = size divided by plies x count
Count = YPP divided by size x plies
Size = YPP divided by

count x plies

Plies = count divided by YPP x size
Yarn that is measured by the count system will have a label that reads something like:
10/3 cotton
This label identifies the yarn as a: 3-ply # 10 cotton at 2800 YPP
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840 X 10 =8400 / 3 = 2800 yards / pound
To use the system and find the yardage, multiply the count times the yardage of size.

A size 20 cotton labeled 20/1
840 X 20 = 16,800 yards / pound
For a plied yarn, multiply the count times the yardage of size 1 and divide by the
number.
A size 20 cotton 2 ply 20/2 sometimes written (2/20)
840 X 20 = 16,800 / 2 = 8,400 yards / pound

In other countries terms such as "Worsted Weight", "Sports Weight", "Fingering Weight”
are used and, once again, these convey very little about the yarn thickness etc. What
makes the problem even worse, is that what one company calls "4 ply" may be far
thicker than what another company also calls “4 ply". In other words, the terms are not
standard or definitive measure of yarn.

They are names only, and little else. This is why even with hand knitting patterns, the
company supplying the pattern will tell you that you need to use the specified yarn to
obtain accurate results.
In other words, if you don’t use the named yarn, you are unlikely to make an item that
will come out exactly the correct size and shape. Many experienced hand knitters can
knit with yarn alternatives, but what they do, almost automatically, is perhaps adjust
their own knitting tension, or use smaller or larger size in knitting needles. In other
words, they adapt the pattern to their own knitting technique as well as yarn. Machine
knitting is a more complex art and it is not perhaps quite so easy for the average knitter
to make these adjustments without being taught how this is done, or having the
experience to be able to do it successfully. So we need a way to truly describe a yarn
thickness, which will be the same across all yarn manufacturers, wherever they are in
the world. Several systems of yarn thickness measurement already exist and are known
as the "Count Systems".
YARN COUNTS
A fixed length of yarn is spun from a given weight of the raw material and this is known
as a "1", (one). Of course the length spun from the weight varies from raw material to
raw material, because each fiber type varies in weight.
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Ones you will find commonly are:1’s Yorkshire Woolen = 256 yards per pound
1’s Linen = 300 yards per pound
1’s Worsted spun wool = 560 yards per pound
1’s New Metric, (NM) = 500 metres per pound
1’s Cotton = 840 yards per pound
1’s Spun Silk = 840 yards per pound
The number of yards per pound is not always expressed as a 1’s. 2’s for example
means that TWICE the length of yarn has been spun from the basic one pound weight
of raw fiber. 8’s means that EIGHT times the length has been spun from one pound of
fiber.
If this was wool, spun on the Worsted Count, it means that instead of 560 yards of yarn
being made from one pound of wool, (which is what the 1’s would be), 4480 yards of
yarn has been spun. It follows therefore, that this yarn will be eight times thinner than a
1's, as well as being eight times longer. In practice, counts are normally expressed as
two figures, with a slash mark separating them. 2/8’s, 2/30’s, 3/9’s etc.
What this conveys to us is that the finished yarn we see is made up of a number of ends
of a specific thickness twisted together. So 2/8’s means that TWO ends of an 8’s yarn
have been twisted together to make the resulting yarn. THREE ends of a 9’s yarn have
been twisted together to make a yarn and so on. The higher the first number, the more
ends have been twisted, (sometimes called "folded"), together to form the yarn. The
higher the second number, the thinner the component yarns used to make up the yarn.
So, FIRST the number of strands, or ends, in the yarn. SECOND the length as
compared with the standard of those ends.
If the first number before the slash is a 1, then the yarn is a "singles" and has not been
"plied” or "folded". It also means that generally it is totally unsuitable for knitting, unless
spun in a specific way to make it so. In single yarns all the fibers are twisting one way
and this will impart a definite sideways slant to the finished knitting. There are
exceptions to this, but be aware that singles yarns can cause problems.
Spinners will often stick a label inside the cone, stating the fiber type, yarn color and dye
lot, and thickness expressed as a count. There are several points to watch for here. If
the yarn has come from a company specifically dealing in yarns for the home machine
knitter, this label is most likely telling the truth and will contain all the information you
need. If, on the other hand, the yarn has come from a spinner who does not necessarily
specialize in home knitter supplies, you may find that there is more than one label inside
the cone.
This is because cones can often make many trips back and forth from knitwear
manufacturers to spinners and vice versa. This could be confusing, but the
13

label will always contain other information regarding the yarn, such as color etc., so you
will need to do a little detective work here.
Possibly the count you will come across most frequently these days in the “New Metric
Count". All this means is that it is the worsted count, but using 500 metres, (which is
actually 547 yards), as the basic length, instead of 560 yards.

Count numbers you may come across fairly frequently are:- 2/34’s, 2/32’s, 2/30’s,
2/28’s, 2/20’s, 2/18’s, 2/16’s, 2/14’s, 2/10’s, 2/8’s, 3/20’s, 3/14’s, 3/9’s, and numbers
relatively close to these
Grouped into vary approximate hand knitting yarn equivalents, these are shown in the
table given here, along with approximate stitch sizes for 1X1 rib and stocking stitch
fabrics. Other stitch formations will have different stitch size requirements. Please note
that these are shown only as a guide, as there are so many variables.
You can of course make your own yarn "recipes" by taking more than one yarn through
the machine yarn eyelet. So 2 ends of a 2/30’s yarn will knit to an approximate "2 ply"
thickness, and so on.
Sometimes manufacturers make yarns that consist of more than one basic yarn. For
example a 3X2/28’s. This means that a 2/28’s yarn has been spun and the three ends
of this have been "doubled" or twisted together. The resultant yarn is of course thicker,
and for our purposes, could be taken as an approximate 4 ply type.
14

This is all very well, but some patterns quote a number of yards or metres per 100g
weight of yarn, so that you can find an equivalent yarn in your country. The Passap
Model Books are a good example of this. Just how do we go about working this out from
the count number? Well, it is quite simple.

All you need is the formula!
Take the count number, in this example 2/8.
Divide the second figure by the first figure. Result here is 4.
Multiply this by 500 if the yarn is spun New Metric, (and many are nowadays,
particularly if it is of continental European origin), or by 560 if spun worsted, (as
often the case in the US).
Result is Yards Per Pound of yarn.
Here 2000 for NM, or 2240 worsted.
Multiply this by 0.9144 to obtain metres per pound. 1828.8 NM, or 2048.256
worsted.
Divide this by 4.54 to give you the final result, metres per 100g. 402.81 NM or 451
worsted.
This should compare with the sample quoted in the pattern. i.e. 403 metres per 100
grams of yarn.
If this is a "doubled" yarn, such as or 3X2/28’s, how do we go along then? Follow the
above formula for the 2/23’s to obtain metres per 100 grams for that and now divide this
result by the figure that is shown before the X symbol.
In our example 1409.37 is the metres per 100 grams for a 2/28’s. Now divide this by the
3. Result 470 metres per 100 grams for the finished yarn we have. This is close enough
to be a finer 4 ply type. The table on the previous page gives some measurements per
100g for the more popular count numbers that you may come across.
It is sad that we keep having to refer back to the names "ply" or "Sport” yarn etc., but
the fact is that most machine knitters have been brought up with these terms and can
relate to them, as they do convey some idea of yarn type etc.
The count system discussed here applies mainly to woolen yarns and blends. But you
will find that synthetics are mainly spun to these counts too, so there is very little to
learn in addition. But bear in mind that the volume of one pound of say acrylic fiber will
different to the volume of one pound of wool. So the weight to length ratio for synthetics
will be different to that of wool. You should also be aware that there are other count
systems in operation, the two main ones being, Denier and Tex.
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DENIER
This is familiar to most ladies as it is used for their nylon stockings, tights, or pantyhose. The Denier system is based on the weight of 9,000 metres of a MONOFILAMENT yarn. (A monofilament yarn is one that consists of a long unbroken length,
like nylon fishing line).



15 denier nylon means that 9,000 metres of yarn weighs 15 grams.
30 denier means that 9,000 metres of yarn weighs 30 grams, and so on.

The HIGHER the number, the THICKER the yarn filament. This count system is used
mainly for single filament fibers such as REELED SILK and synthetics produced as a
mono-filament fiber, such as NYLON.
TEX
Tex may be used for any fiber type and is based on the "relative density" of the fiber as
well as the weight in grams of 1,000 metres of the yarn or fiber. The higher the
number, the thicker the yarn, as with denier.
This method gives a good comparison of length of yarns of differing types. It is not used
much at all in the knitting yarn spinning industry, but it is as well to know about it just in
case.
As well as the spin and fiber type affecting the yarns,. there is another factor which can,
and will affect your knitting, over which you have no control. This is the dye. Dyes do
affect the thickness, softness and "knit ability" of the yarns colored with them.
Dyes which have the greatest affect are the darker colors. Black being the most
notorious. If the whole garment is to be knitted in a single color, then there will be little
effect. But if more than one color is used, then you may need to make an adjustment to
your stitch size to accommodate this difference.
Black or dark yarns tend to be more bulky. Up to 4% of a black yarn weight can be the
dye. So if you knit a tension or gauge swatch in white yarn and then another in the
same yam type but black, you will have two totally different swatches. The feel and
“handle" of the black swatch is completely different. You do need to bear this in mind
and make adjustments as and where
necessary.

Wraps per Inch
WPI is another way to determine which yarns can be substituted for each other,
especially where one of the yarns is a blend or when two yarns have different fiber
content.
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Because it is easier to see the size of a yarn from its WPI rather than its count or YPP,
knowing how to determine WPI is an excellent tool for selecting new yarns or sorting
your yarn stash.
Common WPI measurements are:
Lace
18 or more
Sock/Fingering
16
Sport
14

If you have been machine knitting for awhile you may be familiar with some of the
common yarns used earlier in the machine knitting magazines and patterns. Some are
no longer available but substitutions for them are usually available when you know the
yards per pound of those yarns. You may hear them referenced in the posts or in
patterns others are recommending.
Bramwell Duomagic was 4100 yards per pound and knit double bed at stitch size 3 to 4
Wool/rayon referred to as woolray was 2200 yards per pound and knit up well at stitch
size 5 or 5.1 (meaning 1 click above the 5)
Sport weight yarns, about 1600 yards per pound knit well single bed at stitch size 6.5
and up (meaning 2 clicks above the 6)
Wool yarn, about 1100 yards per pound knits well at single bed stitch size of 7.5 to 8
Cotton yarn of this same yardage knits well with fine yarn and gives great texture.

Weighing Your Yarn or Garment
Occasionally, I use a scale if I have knit a sweater and do not have quick access to the
information to see how much I used in yarn when I knit the original. By weighing the
sweater and then weighing the yarn, I can tell if I have or am buying enough yarn to
make a sweater in the same or smaller size. This is very useful when purchasing more
expensive yarns when you do not want to have a lot left over.
Just the simple calculations shown will help you increase your flexibility considerably.
This gives you the confidence to move forward and reduces the stress of sorting out the
information that is currently still available if the yarn suggested is not.
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If you are a Hand Knitter
You will be familiar with the different classifications for the yarn by weight and type.

Combining yarn textures can be a lot of fun, and you are only limited by your
imagination! The yarn industry has mixed and matched fibers together to come up with
a variety of weights and textures to satisfy the demands of sophisticated knitters.
Knowing a few simple techniques will ensure that you end up with beautiful one-of-akind shawls, scarves, wraps and sweaters.
Before you begin to combine colors and textures, you want to first get familiar with the
various yarn textures. Take a field trip to your local yarn store or craft store, and see if
you can find examples of the following basic novelty yarn textures.
Novelty yarns are designed to provide the most interesting textures in your finished
items.
EYELASH YARNS are classified as novelty yarn.
CARRY ALONG YARNS are very thin yarns that are generally not meant to be knit by
themselves. As their name implies, they are knit in tandem with plain yarn. Sometimes,
carry alongs are categorized as novelty yarns because they often contain sequins,
bangles, beads or eyelashes.
LADDER YARN (also known as ladder ribbon or trellis) got its name from being
constructed like a ladder with horizontal stripes of material are suspended between two
thinner threads, alternating with gaps.
SLUB YARN is thicker in some places than others and was once considered a defect. It
is very desirable for creating visual impact.
TIPS:
Knitting a textured yarn together with a non-textured yarn in the same color or a
different color creates yet another effect in your scarf, wrap, shawl or sweater.
Ladder yarn knit along with another fine weight yarn can make the perfect bridge from
one color to the next in your scarf, shawl, wrap or sweater.

While on your "texture yarn field trip," be sure to check out the yarn labels on various
balls and /or skeins of yarn and notice that each has a number from 0-6. This number
indicates the yarn weight-which isn't based on weight at all-but on THICKNESS.
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Standardized numbers have been given to each thickness - from very fine lace (0) to
super bulky (6):
LACE WEIGHT (Number 0 on the label )
includes thread, cobweb, lace and light fingering and is the lightest weight that can be
obtained. The British and Australian equivalent to lace is 2 ply. The British and
Australian equivalent to light fingering is 3 ply.
SUPERFINE WEIGHT (Number 1 on the label )
includes sock yarn, fingering yarn and baby yarn. The British equivalent to fingering
yarn is Sock; the Australian equivalent is 4 ply.
FINE WEIGHT (Number 2 on the label )
includes sport yarn and baby yarn. The British equivalent to sport yarn is Light DK; the
Australian equivalent is 5 ply.
LIGHT WEIGHT (Number 3 on the label )
includes DK (double knit) and light worsted yarn. The British equivalent for DK/Light
Worsted is DK; the Australian equivalent is 8 ply.
MEDIUM WEIGHT (Number 4 on the label )
includes worsted, afghan and Aran and is one of the most common weights of yarn that
you will encounter. There is no equivalent for this yarn in the UK or Australia. Aran
weight is seldom found in the United States. Its name comes from the tradition of
knitting Aran sweaters in Ireland and Scotland.
BULKY WEIGHT (Number 5 on the label )
includes chunky, craft and rug. The British equivalent is Chunky; the Australian
equivalent is 12 ply.
SUPER BULKY WEIGHT (Number 6 on the
label ) includes bulky and roving. The British equivalent is Super Chunky.
Tips
While Super Bulky yarn is great for blankets, scarves and shawls, it can be less than
flattering as it does not drape well on the body.
You can combine yarns to get different weights. For example, if you need a sport weight
yarn, combine two fingering yarns. If you need a worsted weight yarn, combine two
sport yarns. If you need a bulky yarn, combine two worsted weight yarns.
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Chapter 2
What Are Grouchy Yarns
Chapter 2 : What Are Grouchy Yarns
You must know this about your yarns before you spend the money and time to
knit your sweater so you will experience success.
How will your yarn behave when it is knit is the first question you need to
determine the answer for before you spend the money buying the yarn.
What makes a yarn difficult to knit?








The size of the yarn
The lack of resilience of the yarn
o Cotton
o Chenille
Hairy yarns
o mohair
Fragile yarns
o Chenille
o Fine angora
Nubby yarns
o Boucle
o Slubs
o Some Tweeds
The lack of the memory of the yarn
o Chenille
o Rayon
o Cotton
o Acrylic

Some yarns have 2 or more of these characteristics so that contributes to your
knowledge base when selecting so you know in advance what to watch as you knit with
them.
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What makes a yarn easier to knit?



Resilience
Memory
o Will stretch then return to original shape

Knitting with difficult yarns requires patience and practice but it is so worth it to knit with
them because of what you are able to achieve in the resulting knit fabrics.
Almost all "problems" with yarn selection can be traced back to one thing...
POOR YARN CHOICES
When you are not sure what combinations play well together, it is easy to put yarns
together that you did not even know did not like to be in the same knit item.
Fortunately, all yarn combination problems are totally preventable.
It is because you can know from the beginning what yarns go together.
Here are some tips to get you started on the right path in selecting your yarn.
Carefully read the yarn and fiber care information on your label.
- be sure the choices you use are care compatible...
- size of yarn makes a difference...
- knit a swatch and see if the yarns stretch at the same rate...
- add filler yarn if your textured yarn is very small in size, but you like the color it would
add to the whole look...
- buy enough of the same dye lot to complete your project...
By following the above guidelines, you'll be taking the first steps toward creating
beautiful yarn and texture combinations.

You can get the full scoop here about putting yarns together and having more success:
http://www.knittingcolor.com/knitting-with-color/
Here's just a taste of what's revealed in this amazing how to start system
* Immediately improve your ability to put yarn and texture combinations together that
are visually beautiful.
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* Your color choices will make it fun to start and keep knitting until your project is
finished.
* There is no longer any guesswork about your colors going together.
* Proven steps to use up your yarn leftovers still in your stash.
* Time tested and proven strategies for your combinations.
* Little known but simple ways to change your accent yarn.
* Find the color harmonies you truly enjoy for your projects and gifts.
* No more expensive kits unless you really want one and the colors are not available as
separate skeins.
* Absolute breakthrough in putting colors together.
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Chapter 3
Sort Your Stash
Chapter 3 : Sort Your Stash
If you have a reasonably large stash of yarn, chances are good that you have a variety
of labels and a combination of skeins, balls and cones. Occasionally when yarns come
with a machine you have purchased from someone else, your items may not have
labels at all.
For Machine Knitters

Common Yarn Sizes

WC = worsted count

CC = cotton count

Fine 1 ply = 2/36 WC or 42/2 CC = ~10,080 yd/lb
Full 1 ply = 2/30 WC or 20/2 CC = ~ 8400 yd/lb
Fine 2 ply = 2/20 WC or 14/2 CC = ~ 5600 – 5880 yd/lb
Full 2 ply = 2/16 WC or 10/2 CC = ~ 4200 – 4480 yd/lb
3 ply = 2/12 WC or 8/2 CC = ~ 3360 yd/lb

(fingering weight)

4 ply = 2/8 WC or 5/2 CC = ~ 2100 – 2240 yd/lb (sport weight)
For Hand Knitters

Standardized numbers have been given to each thickness - from very fine lace (0) to
super bulky (6):
LACE WEIGHT (Number 0 on the label )
includes thread, cobweb, lace and light fingering and is the lightest weight that can be
obtained. The British and Australian equivalent to lace is 2 ply. The British and
Australian equivalent to light fingering is 3 ply.
SUPERFINE WEIGHT (Number 1 on the label )
includes sock yarn, fingering yarn and baby yarn. The British equivalent to fingering
yarn is Sock; the Australian equivalent is 4 ply.
23

FINE WEIGHT (Number 2 on the label )
includes sport yarn and baby yarn. The British equivalent to sport yarn is Light DK; the
Australian equivalent is 5 ply.
LIGHT WEIGHT (Number 3 on the label )
includes DK (double knit) and light worsted yarn. The British equivalent for DK/Light
Worsted is DK; the Australian equivalent is 8 ply.
MEDIUM WEIGHT (Number 4 on the label )
includes worsted, afghan and Aran and is one of the most common weights of yarn that
you will encounter. There is no equivalent for this yarn in the UK or Australia. Aran
weight is seldom found in the United States. Its name comes from the tradition of
knitting Aran sweaters in Ireland and Scotland.
BULKY WEIGHT (Number 5 on the label )
includes chunky, craft and rug. The British equivalent is Chunky; the Australian
equivalent is 12 ply.
SUPER BULKY WEIGHT (Number 6 on the
label ) includes bulky and roving. The British equivalent is Super Chunky.
If you need additional help in sorting your yarn you can find a great 2 eBooks at
http://www.knittingcolor.com/options/ One is about knitting with color and a touch of
texture which gives you tools to learn how to combine colors and put new color
combinations together and the second one is turn yarn piles into scrumptious styles
which shows you how to sort and organize your yarns so you have them ready when
you want to knit. Both of them are essential to helping you to apply this information.
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Chapter 4
About Stitch Size
Chapter 4 : About Stitch Size
For Machine Knitters
Approximate stitch sizes for where to start are in your manual for smooth yarns.
Because this is shown in the metric system we need to add in some additional factors if
you are not familiar with the metric system. For those who use the metric system, this
information can help you calculate yarn for patterns not written that way.
The gauge swatch measurements are calculated using a 10-centimeters, or 4 inch
square.
Listed below are important metric conversion facts. Rounded up to the next decimal,
these additional measurements will come in handy when determining yardage per skein
or calculating an accurate stitch and row gauge swatch measurement.
1 lb. = 454 [453.6] grams
1 oz. = 28 [28.4] grams
8.8 oz. = 250 grams
15.9 oz = 450 grams
3.57 oz. = 100 grams
1 inch = 2.54 cm
1 cm = .3937 inches
10 cm = 3.937 inches
1 meter = 100 cm = 39.37 inches = 1.0936 [1.094] yards
Ex: Using the machine manual you will know how much yarn and what approximate
stitch size to use to start knitting your item.
Sports yarn 3-ply
310-320 m = length metres per 100 g
100 g = 3.57 oz which will help you calculate amount of yarn
Mast tension
3-4
Stitch size for Stockinette 6.5 - 7.5
Stitch size for K / K
4.5 – 4.75
Stitch size for 1:1 rib
3.5 – 4
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Medium yarn 2-ply
430-440 m = length per 100 g
100g = 3.57 oz which will help you calculate amount of yarn
Mast tension
2.5 - 3
Stitch size for stockinette
5.75 - 6.25
Stitch size for K / K
3.25 - 3.5
Stitch size for 1:1 rib
2.5 - 3
Industrial Yarn
800 m = length per 100 g
100g = 3.57 oz which will help you calculate amount of yarn
Stitch size for stockinette
4.5 - 5.25
Stitch size for K / K
1.75 - 2

This gives you a place to start but you will need to try different stitch sizes in the yarn
swatches you are knitting to get the exact stitch size for the yarn on your particular
knitting machine as each of the machines vary slightly.
If a yarn is dense and tightly spun it will knit up different than one that is spun loosely
and is a fluffy so exact yard per pound will need to be adjusted to be sure you have
enough yarn to complete your project.
Once you have sorted your yarns into types and weights, begin with the simplest stitch
techniques and easiest yarns and work your way through the techniques given.
For Hand Knitters
Your yarn label provides some very useful information.
Yarn Gauge
Gauge is the number of stitches and rows in a 10 x 10 cm, or a 4" X 4" square swatch.
TIP:
Always knit a swatch before you begin your project. This will ensure that you are knitting
at the same gauge for which your pattern calls.
And a pattern will most always give you a gauge. Occasionally, a pattern will indicate
that gauge is not important, and in that case, knitting a swatch is not necessary.
Now, don't fret if your gauge is off - you can always adjust to larger or smaller needles.
For example, if you are a tight knitter, you can go up a needle size. And conversely, if
you are a loose knitter, you can go down a needle size. What is important is that you
always knit a swatch before you begin a project - especially if you are making a fitted
garment.
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You will note that the manufacturer has also indicated the gauge for crocheters.

Yarn Care
Most yarn manufacturers in the United States and around the world have adopted
Universal Care Symbols. These are the five basic symbols used to identify care
recommendations on yarn. The symbols are: wash, bleach, dry, iron and dry clean.
TIP:
Having this information will be helpful in determining which yarns to include in the same
item. Putting yarns together that have the same recommended care will give you the
best results.
When knitting an item for a gift, be sure to include the yarn label so the recipient will
know how to care for the garment.
Other important information on a yarn label:
Yardage:
The length of the skein will be given in meters and/or yards.
TIP:
As you familiarize yourself with the various yarns, notice how many yards are included
in each skein – the more the better! Even if you are CRAZY about a blue and green
feathery novelty yarn, but it only has 16 yards per skein, you may want to think twice
about purchasing it.
Sometimes the yardage of a skein is given in meters. To convert meters to yards,
multiply the number of meters by 1.094 (or find a good conversion calculator online!)
Fiber Content:
TIP:
Be sure to check the fabric content for "wool." There are many people who are allergic
to wool, so you might want to think twice about purchasing yarn that contains wool if
your items are going to be given as gifts.
Ply:
Sometimes, the yarn label will include ply, such as 2 ply, 4 ply, 8 ply and 12 ply. Ply
refers to the number of smaller strands that are twisted together to form the larger single
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strand of yarn. Do not confuse ply with weight, as a thin yarn can have many plies, and
a bulky yarn may only have a few plies.
Shade/Color and Dye Number or Lot:
The dye lot number indicates that all the yarn skeins that have that particular number
were dyed at the same time.
TIP:
Be sure to purchase yarns from the same dye lot. Dye lot is important because using
yarn from different dye lots can give you different shades of the same color and spoil
the appearance of your knit items.

Yarn Origin and Yarn Manufacturer's Address:
More and more manufacturers are including their website on yarn labels. This can be a
good source of additional information and free patterns.
Brand Name of Yarn:
You might find that you prefer certain brands or weights for your knit item and may find
yourself shopping for that brand on a regular basis. It is good to let others know who
may be shopping for gifts for you so you can receive your favorites.
Dyed Yarn:
Look for a swatch or picture of painterly yarns (self-striping) or variegated yarns to see
what the pattern will look like when knitted up.
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Your Only Limitation
Chapter 5 : Your Only Limitation
You are only limited by the number of things you are willing
to try.
Play with a number of combinations to really stimulate your creativity. It is so satisfying
to have your results in your samples so you can begin to increase your design choices
with ease. You might not want to do that color scheme right now but at a later time it
might be the one you go for immediately. Different events and times of the year can
spark the interest you may have in putting those colors together for that season or time
of the year.
Having this done in advance does several things for you. You become familiar with the
pattern, you can really have a sense of if you like the texture and you will know what
things might be problems that you might encounter when you get ready to do the actual
knitting. You will have a sense of how much time to allow for the knit project so you do
not cut your time short and not get it competed for the date and time you wanted.
You will have the confidence you need to approach this project and know you will be
able to complete it with ease which makes the satisfaction level go way up for you. Most
of all you will feel like you have a number of things to choose from and that is always a
great feeling.
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Math In Knitting
Chapter 6 : Math In Knitting

Do you love sweaters, but aren't a model size? Don’t worry and don’t deny yourself the
style and comfort of today’s great sweaters. Figure flattery and good fit can be yours if
you follow easy steps for style, yarn selection and instruction adjustments to fit your size
and fashion choices.

Remember that when you're making a sweater, you're going to be putting a lot of time
and care into knitting your garment and you want it to be just right. It's not like grabbing
a sweater off the shelf…you want to carefully consider which size will be perfect for you
(or the person who will receive your work).

International sizes are very different from American sizes. In addition to being labeled in
centimeters [2.54 cm to one inch], British and Continental sizing can also vary greatly
among various manufacturers.

Regardless of where you live or what size patterns are available to you, you can knit the
sweaters that will be perfect additions for your wardrobe. Select from the sweater
choices that will work best for your style and give you a flattering fit.

When knitting here are a few tips to help you make the perfect sweater.
1. Accurately measure yourself. When you are measuring yourself remember not to
pull too hard on the measure tape, as this will make your measurements too small.
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2. Judge the ease of the sweater. Ease is essentially the fit of the sweater. If you're
making a fitted sweater, you'll want to select the sweater size that matches your exact
measurements (zero ease) or has slightly smaller measurements (negative ease).
Remember that sweaters with negative ease will hug your body. To make a looser
sweater, select measurements that are a few inches larger than your own. The style of
the sweater will often dictate the amount of ease that you'll want.

3. Think of how you'll wear the sweater. If you're going to wear many layers under your
sweater, consider going up a size to accommodate your layering.

4. When in doubt, measure your favorite sweater. Since you already know how that
sweater fits you, you can easily use those measurements to select your sweater size.
Make sure that it's a similar style to your pattern.

Sometimes sweater measurements are in x-small, small, medium, large, 1X, 2X, 3X, 4X
and 5X. some manufacturers go even larger. This will help you understand a little better
when you are comparing and determining your size.

Measurements in Inches
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Measurements in centimeters
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Chapter 7
The Swatch
Chapter 7 : The Swatch

Stop Running And Do The Swatch

It is common for people to skip this most important step in the knitting process. For
whatever reason you might also like to avoid this step, it is critical to your outcome. I am
recommending that you reconsider and just get it done if you are going to get the gold
(a perfect fitting sweater)
Do this work in advance and you will see amazing results.
Every yarn has information about the recommended gauge that the yarn will give when
using the knitting needles recommended. If you knit loose or tight you may have to go
up in needle size or down in needle size to get the number of stitches and number of
rows given with the diagram on the paper wrapper around the yarn skein.

Once you have knit the gauge swatch, you will want to pull the swatch in three ways.
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Diagonal, lengthwise and widthwise. Measure to see how much the swatch stretches
and make a note of that. It will determine what size of the pattern directions you will use
to get the sweater or knit to fit you or the person you are knitting the garment for and
how the sweater will wear over time.

If the knit has too much stretch, it might bag or sag in wearing and not produce the
finished knit you want. Extra care at this point in evaluating the yarn is well worth the
effort so the finished knit will be worth the time you have spent in creating it.

Treat the swatch exactly the way you are going to when cleaning is needed and again,
evaluate the results and stretch. Any changes in the stretch or look of the yarn can be
reasons to change your yarn choice for the knit project.

It is better to change here than to spend the time knitting and are find that you are
disappointed with your final result.

If everything is to your liking, begin with the measurements you have taken of the body
and compare the number of rows and the stitches needed to create the end knit. It can
be very exciting when you know that your work will be rewarded with success.
After you have knit your pieces if they are coats, jackets or long sweaters, you may
want to hang them up at least overnight to see if the yarn will stretch. A great way to
contain the pieces and support them so they do not grow is to do a pad stitch with the
pieces for the garment cut out the right size from a sheer fabric like an organza or
chiffon. Pad stitch the entire piece. When this is done you might want to plan to put in
a lining to cover the pad stitching. This is very effective to allow the garment pieces to
keep their shape. If you do not know how to do this, find someone who does tailoring
and have them pad stitch your sections.
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Chapter 8 : Choose Your Ease

Ease is the difference between the finished measurements of the garment and the
actual measurements of your body.
Most sizing problems arise from one of two factors: gauge and ease. Double-check your
gauge periodically as you are working on the project.
Garments are designed with two types of ease:



wearing ease, which allows room for sitting, standing, and bending at the elbows
and other joints, and
design ease, which creates the silhouette the designer wants to achieve with the
garment-see article on Design Knits for more information and a picture of the
types of design ease.

The former isn't so much of an issue with knits—unlike sewn fabric garments, the
stretchy nature of a sweater already allows room for bending, sitting, and the like. A
garment can be made with positive ease (larger than the body) or with negative ease
(smaller than the body). The ideal amount of ease for a particular garment is influenced
by the garment style, the characteristics of the fabric, the ebb and flow of fashion trends
and your personal preference.

Your favorite T-shirt and your favorite winter coat will not measure the same, even if
they are the same size. That’s because different garment styles need to fit differently. A
garment intended to be worn next to the skin is often sized with little or no ease (in most
cases you want a close fit); but a garment intended to be worn over other layers
obviously needs to be bigger Likewise, thick, chunky sweaters are usually best worn
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with a generous amount of ease to look good over the body and garments under the
sweater. Lightweight sweaters, on the other hand, can be more closely fitted or loose
and drapey, depending on the style.

Every few decades, a shape from the past has a fashion moment. These sweaters are
often more fitted through the hip and wider through the bust and shoulders. If you are
considering a sweater with this sort of inverted triangle silhouette, choose ease based
on the hip measurement, not the bust.

The amount of ease we like in a sweater can vary with changes in fashion. In the 50s
and 60s, classic cashmere sweaters were very closely fitted, with smaller armholes than
we see today. If you look at knitting magazines from the 80s, you’ll see lots of long,
oversized pullovers. You may also find that your ease preferences change with age and
the changes you experience with your body. Young, slender women often prefer tighter
sweaters. Past 40, many will opt for a roomier fit that follows our curves without hugging
too closely.

Fashion has developed a standard language to describe the way a knitted garment is
intended to fit. Another way it is described with the centimeter conversion for the
international knitters use.

Intended Fit

Amount of ease

Very-close fitting

Actual chest/bust measurement or less

Close-fitting

1–2" / 2.5–5 cm

Standard-fitting

2–4" / 5–10 cm

Loose-fitting

4–6" / 10–15 cm

Oversized

6" / 15 cm or more
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If these standards are used, you can expect that a pattern labeled “close fitting” will
measure 1–2"/2.5–5cm larger than the body measurements give for a particular size.
Some patterns will indicate garment size as Small, Medium and Large; others will
indicate size by giving a particular set of instructions like is designed “to fit size 36 (40,
44)". Neither of these options tells you much about the actual finished measurements of
the garment. You’ll have to refer to the schematic (which lists the actual finished
measurements of the pieces) to figure out how big the garment will be.
Correct measurements and ease are critical to achieving the perfect knit fit

Throughout the apparel industry, you will come across a variety of terms which indicate
the way clothing will fit any given person. This terminology applies to knitwear as well.
Sweaters can be described as fitted, close fitting, of average fit, loose fitting and even
oversized. Don't let the label fool you...Depending on the style of the sweater, each
descriptive sizing label represents an amount of wearing and design ease, in other
words - extra inches - that have been "built into" or subtracted from the pattern to give
the finished garment a particular fit and overall look.
What is wearing ease?
Wearing ease is the amount of extra fabric in a sweater above and beyond your actual
body measurements.
You actually need this extra space just so you can move while wearing your sweater.

It is also assumed that you will be wearing the sweater layered over another item of
clothing...ex: a long sleeve shirt. The long sleeved shirt will take up some of that extra
"space".
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Fitted = -10% wearing ease
Close fit = - 5% wearing ease
Average fit = up to 10% wearing ease
Loose fitting = nearly 15% wearing ease
Oversized fit = up to 20% wearing ease

What Is Design Ease?
Design ease is the amount of extra fabric added to the wearing ease in order to give a
finished sweater the specific look a designer intended to achieve.
Actual Versus Finished Measurements
You will want to compare your favorite fit in a garment that you already enjoy and use
those measurements in your finished knit. It really does not matter what your size, the
fit, ease and comfort are your goals.
Cut out the label in any ready to wear item that makes you feel uncomfortable when you
see the size and of course, for those you knit yourself, you can put whatever label you
would like.
Converting Your Size In Comparison With Sizing Around The World
Understanding international sizing and what size you might wear in another country will
really help you understand how to adapt a pattern from any country in the world easily.
 Subtract 30 from the European size to get the U.S. size.
 If the European size is 38, the U.S. size is 8.
 Subtract 28 from the European size to get the UK size. You can also get this by
adding 2 to the U.S. size.
 A European 38 is a 10 in the UK.
 Add 2 to the European size to calculate the French size.
 If the European size 38, it would be a 40 in France.
 Add 6 to get the Italian size from the European size.
 A 38 in Germany is the same as a 44 in Italy.
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Your Next Steps
Chapter 9 : Your Next Steps

Recommended Resources
28 Measurements This is an extensive set of pictures and directions for taking body
measurements, body symmetry, shoulder angle, armhole depth and angle, hip contour
and figure stance. All of these things determine how your garment will fit and look on
your body.
http://wp.me/P181ER-1i
Proportion System The length placement for your garments can make a difference in
whether you look great or if you look frumpy. This applies to men as well as to women.
Find out how this award winning proportion system can help you look your best in
everything you wear.
http://bodygramfashiontool.com/

Knit To Fit Measurement Guide and Calculation Work Sheets will give you the
knitting calculations for the type of knit garment and the person’s measurements you
are knitting for so your knit garments will fit well.
http://wp.me/P181ER-1f
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7 Knitting Formulas
There are 7 formulas that need to be covered for knitting a sweater, jacket or coat to get
the best fit in your garment so your time and energy in creating will be rewarded with a
great fitting garment. These are the Essential 7 formulas covered on video which are
needed for knitting success.
Body Shaping Formula
Shoulder Shaping Formula
Armhole Shaping Formula
Front Neck Shaping Formula
Back Neck Shaping Formula
Sleeve Shaping Formula
Sleeve Cap Shaping Formula
The video demonstrates each separately and then shows how to put all of the formulas
together to have the knit garment fit of your dreams making all of your work and time
pay off for you with rave reviews and comfort whether garment is for yourself or
someone else.
http://wp.me/P181ER-36
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